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Alaska is arguably the most unique state in America. The lifestyles and culture in
Alaska are unlike anywhere else you’ll find in the country. From wild moose and
bears strolling down the streets to first-date fishing being an actual thing, here are 50
hilarious pictures that show the fun side of living in the Last Frontier.

Eagles are just like pigeons
What’s the worst thing about living in crowded cities? Other than the subways, of
course. That’s right, the pigeons. They may seem innocent enough, but they’re
disease-carrying flying rodents that leave their droppings all over the place.

We’re sure bald eagle droppings are just as unpleasant, but the birds of prey are a lot
cooler! Who wouldn’t want to swap out pigeons with the national bird? Alaska is
home to the largest bald eagle population in the entire country (30,000). Seeing as
how the human population in Alaska is 731,000, that’s a heck of a lotta bald eagles!
0° = Beach temperature
Here’s a funny sign that only born-and-raised Alaskans are far too familiar with.
When it reaches 0°F, it’s beach season! Don’t forget to bring your sunscreen, or you
might get burned by the scorching-hot sun. Seriously, can anyone actually enjoy the
beaches in Alaska when there’s more ice than water?

Winters in Alaska can drop as low as -50°, which is pretty crazy to say the least.
We’ve been to Minnesota, and we’re telling you that place is cold in the wintertime.
But even Minnesota is nothing compared to Alaskan winters! Don’t forget to bring a
fifth pair of gloves, just in case.
Winters don’t hold anything back
Most people who imagine Alaska probably think of a winter wonderland full of
light-falling snow and light breezes. This is true of Alaska. It does get cozy at certain
times of the month, but for the majority of the year, Mother Nature is out to get you.

Thankfully, this is what makes Alaska heaven for winter sports lovers. If you love
snowboarding, skiing, or want to try your hand at dog sledding, the Last Frontier is
the perfect place to do it. The best time to go is during the off-season when the rest of
humanity tries to actively avoid the life-threatening blizzards in Alaska.
Can I get uh…
We’ve spent a couple of months (years, actually) working at McDonald’s, and let us
tell you that it’s not a happy place. You get one smile for every one million customers,
and if you’re on bathroom duty, well, you should call in sick. This is also true for
working in Alaska, but there’s one huge perk.

You get to serve moose! Or rather, moose try to order their favorite meals without
paying. All jokes aside, encountering moose in Alaska isn’t uncommon, so if you go
there, you should be aware of your surroundings. Moose may look peaceful, but
they’ll charge at any moment!
Keep Watching
People forget that Alaska is a part of the US (and North America)
Did you know that Alaska is a part of the United States? Apparently, Chick-fil-A
didn’t get the memo. In this tweet, a potential customer asked the company when they
were going to set up a restaurant in Alaska, and they received a pretty strange reply.

Did you know there are only three states in the US that don’t have a Chick-fil-A
restaurant? They are Alaska, Hawaii, and Vermont. Apparently, words were
exchanged between the local government and the fried chicken company, and
Chick-fil-A is banned from operating in Vermont.
Top-notch road repair
If there’s one thing Alaskans need to know, it’s fixing up roads. Earthquakes and
Alaska go hand in hand, and this means lots of their roads are prone to damage.
Thankfully, Alaskan road repair guys are masters at their craft.

In 2018, after a 7.1 earthquake shook the state, miles and miles of road were in
disrepair. It didn’t take long for the state’s finest repairmen to jump right into action.
As you can see in the picture above, the roads were perfectly safe in just three days.
The rest of the country and the entire world could learn from Alaska.
THIS is a net!
Alaskans take their fishing very, very seriously, as you’ll see as you read on. When it
comes to their nets, they don’t use the measly nets we use with flimsy necks and tiny
baskets. No, Alaskans have fishing nets that are large enough to catch a bear!

Truth be told, we don’t know whether it’s actually large enough for a bear, or
whether any has tried it before. By the look of this net, it could trap at least a dozen
wild salmon with plenty of room to spare. Some call fishing with a net cheating. We
call it fishing the smart way.
Pay for a mansion, live in a shack
Oh, you thought living in Alaska would be cheap? You, sir or madam, are sorely
mistaken. We’ll get to the cost of everyday products later on, but you should know
that property is outrageously overpriced. If you want to move permanently to Alaska,
make sure you have a tall stack of money.

The median cost of a home in Anchorage is around $330,000, whereas on mainland
US, it’s around $200,000. Land in underdeveloped parts can be relatively inexpensive,
but the building materials are labor costs are far above the US average. Plus, you’ll
have to hire professionals to shoo away bears and moose from your land before
building.
Get to the choppa!
If you live in Alaska, you need to learn how to fly. Sadly, you’re not allowed to
domesticate bald eagles and tie them together to create a flying craft like the house in
Up. You can sprout some wings or take helicopter lessons.

You’re probably wondering why you need to fly when a car can get you where you
want to go. Well, first of all, like the weather, the roads are out to get you. Black ice is
a serious problem in wintry regions, and Alaska is the king of winter. Also, if you
want to get to different regions in Alaska, a chopper will allow you to fly over
mountainous regions and get there quickly.
Mosquitoes are no joke
When you cross the end of the Delta Junction Highway, you don’t have to worry
about bears or moose waiting for you. Instead, there are humungous skeeters ready to
suck your blood and innards out of your body. So, if you want to visit Alaska, make
sure to bring lots of mosquito repellent and probably a huge electric mosquito racket,
just in case.

Just kidding. As you can see, the skeeters in this picture are just statues. In the visiting
center at the end of the highway is all the free coffee your bladder can hold. Despite
the frigid climate, there is a mosquito problem in Alaska but usually only between the
months of June and July.
They don’t live in igloos
Here’s something that might confuse the stereotypical side of you. Did you know that
people in Alaska don’t live in igloos? Well, at least for the most part. There’s
probably an odd guy or two who’s abandoned hope for mankind and is living off the
grid somewhere in Alaska’s snow desert.

No, folks, people in Alaska are just like the rest of us. They have homes, apartments,
get their overpriced coffee at Starbucks, and probably yell at their neighbors as often
as we do. You might find an igloo or two somewhere, but they’re used for emergency
huts for hunting.
Curtains in bulk, anyone?
Why oh why would you need to purchase blackout curtains in bulk? It has to do with
the curvature of the planet (sorry, flat-earthers). The farther north you go, the more
sunlight you get. In Anchorage, there’s just under 20 hours of sunlight. In Fairbanks,
we’re looking at 22 hours of sun. Every. Single. Day!

So, if you were hoping to catch some sleep at 9 PM when the sunlight is still blazing
at full force, it’s not happening. The only way you can actually get quality sleep is by
hanging blackout curtains on every window. And that’s why Costco in Alaska sells
curtains in bulk.
Fishing on the first date
What’s your idea of the perfect first date? It might be riding a saddle-less horse on
the beach with the urologist from your office (Scrubs, anyone?) or dining at the finest
Scottish-Mexican fusion restaurant your city has to offer (HIMYM for the win). If
you’re city folk, taking your date on a fishing trip might be the last thing in your mind,
but Alaska does things a lot differently.

In fact, fishing is an integral part of every native Alaskan’s lifestyle. It also gives two
people plenty of time to learn about each other, catch up, or just shoot the breeze.
Outhouse… racing?
Here’s another activity that you’ll only find in Alaska. Have you ever used a
porta-potty and thought to yourself, “Wow, this would be awesome if I could race this
thing!” No? Well, you’d be the only one if you lived in Anchorage. Every year, the
community holds outhouse races where people push them down slippery roads. If
you’re wondering what the rewards are, the one with the fastest outhouse gets a cash
prize!

The UAA and Engineering Club in Anchorage host these races to raise money for
whatever charitable efforts they’re involved in. Maybe it’s providing awareness that
outhouses are great modes of transport.
Should have had a bear bell on him
Most of us have probably missed the delivery man for one reason or another. If you
have a dog tethered to your lawn, that may be the reason why the delivery guy didn’t
attempt to set foot on your property. In Alaska, things are a little different.

By a little, we mean that the threatening animal might not be one of your fifty dogs.
Instead, bears and possibly moose can prevent the UPS delivery man from doing his
job. If you live in Alaska, you better get used to delayed mail, especially if a wild
animal is stopping the package delivery company from doing its job.
Celebrating the end of tourism season
Alaska’s coastal ports are visited by a couple of cruise ships every day during the
warmer summer months. In fact, tourism is one of Alaska’s most significant sources of
revenue, and there’s plenty of vast, open space in Alaska to share with visitors. You
should definitely try to find some time to travel to the Last Frontier if you have time.
It’s a wonderful place filled with natural beauty and kindhearted strangers.

But when the cruise ships leave town, the locals party hard. This isn’t because they
hate tourists (they’re kindhearted, remember?) but rather they can visit their favorite
spots without having to wait in line. You can understand that, right?
Driving means flirting with death
Living in Alaska means preparing for the very worst. A blizzard can appear from thin
air, limiting your visibility to zero and forcing you to pull over. You should also keep
a sack of cat litter in your trunk since you never know when your car’s tires will get
stuck in the snow.

Driving in Alaska can be pretty dangerous. We don’t mean that you can get into
accidents, though that’s never out of the question. Not only are the roads covered in
black ice, but you might come across a group of horses, moose, or bears that are
chilling on the pavement. Honking your horn might get them to move, or you might
end up intimidating them.
They do fish different in Alaska
A large part of the Alaskan economy relies on fishing. This is hardly a surprise,
seeing as how the waters up north are freer of fish-killing contaminants. So, if you do
head up there, make sure to bring a rod and probably one or two of those huge fish
nets from earlier. You’ll see why in a bit.

We told you. The fish in Alaska are absolutely ginormous! Well, at least this fish is.
The rest of the fish are probably regular size and make for a great meal for a single
family. This fish, on the other hand, probably fed every stomach in Anchorage a
couple times over.
People actually surf in Anchorage
If you think water sport activities are out of the question in Alaska due to the frigid
waters, you’re sorely mistaken. Sure, not everyone is willing to risk hypothermia, but
there are some pretty astounding waves in Anchorage that surfers just can’t pass up
on. If you’re up for a challenge, take your surfboard with you when you fly up to
Alaska.

In fact, there are over 34,000 miles of tidal shoreline in Alaska, so waiting for your
turn is virtually nonexistent. Next time you plan a surfing trip to the coast, consider
going to Alaska. You can surf and surf until your bones turn to ice.
Too bright for fireworks on July 4th
Take a look at the differences in fireworks display between Independence Day and
New Year’s Eve in Alaska. Now, you might be wondering what led to the demise of
Alaskan’s patriotism, but this isn’t the case. In fact, the nights in July are far too
bright to see anything except for the wisps of smoke after the firework’s explosion.

In December, things are flipped on their head. The days are short (between three and
four hours), so you can send fireworks in the sky at 3 PM without concern. With a
backdrop of Alaska’s natural mountain beauty, do you even need fireworks in the first
place?
Buy more insulation, save more on insulation
Here’s another thing that might raise a few eyebrows when you visit Costco in Alaska.
Not only can you buy blackout curtains in bulk, but the store also offers discount
prices on insulation! It’s pretty obvious why this would be, especially if you are
originally from somewhere sunny like California or Texas.

We just hope that Costco never runs out of insulation. We’d hate to think how people
would fare without having 40 layers of insulation hanging on their walls. Even the
wall in this Costco looks like it could use a dozen more layers.
Huge, huge vegetables
Agriculture might not seem like something Alaskans would take part in. After all,
you’d assume that it’s practically impossible to dig in the frozen soil, but in fact, the
fertile land and 20-plus hours of sunlight every day make the Last Frontier the perfect
place for competitive vegetable growing.

In fact, most of the Alaskan farm yields are oversized compared to what we have on
mainland US. Not only do pumpkins and cabbage grow larger and quicker, but the
extra sunlight actually makes them sweeter, too. A single pumpkin can probably feed
a family of four for up to a week or more.
Bobbing for… fish heads?
There’s something off about this picture. Bobbing for apples isn’t usually done in a
bath of discolored water. However, these aren’t apples they’re bobbing for. They’re
actually fish heads. During certain festivals in Alaska, the locals take whatever fish
heads they have on hand and toss them in a basin for people to pull out with their
mouths. Sounds pretty yucky.

We’re not exactly sure why they do this. Maybe apples are too expensive or don’t
grow properly in Alaska. Or maybe this is in celebration of their thriving fishing
industries. Whatever the reason, we’d rather watch than partake.
Moose Dropping Festival
For four decades, Alaskans would celebrate the coming of summer by looking for
moose droppings. You read that right. They intentionally look for moose poop on the
ground, which they used to create jewelry. You read that part right, as well. Who’d
have thought that varnished poop could make excellent pendants and earrings? This
is a festival that we’d be more than happy to watch from afar.

However, the government prohibited Moose Dropping Festivals in 2009 after several
locals were swept away by fast currents, never to be seen or heard from again. This
was probably for the best, but we’re still quite saddened to hear that nobody will ever
celebrate Moose Dropping Festival ever again.
Multipurpose credit cards
A frozen windshield can be trouble for you and other motorists. It’s especially bad in
Alaska where you have to deal with this sort of problem every day during the winter
season, which lasts between five and six months. If your windshield scraper broke
from yesterday’s bout with a layer of thick ice, you could always use your credit card.

This might seem like a joke, but many locals actually rely on their plastic cards to
improve their visibility while driving. There are also plastic card holders that serve
the same purpose, but they’re no fun. The thought of snapping your credit card in two
is half the reason why people use it.
That’s a cute reindeer
Did you know that reindeer are the only domesticated species of deer? Humans use
reindeer as beasts of burden for farming. There are also reindeer farms that raise the
animal for milk and slaughter (meat and hide). Why would anyone want to eat
reindeer when you can keep them as a pet?

Just look at this adorable fella. He can comfortably walk up to people without scaring
them half to death. It’s probably only a matter of time before someone keeps a moose
as a pet. People have pet bears, so why not moose and polar bears? Probably for
obvious reasons that are beyond our non-Alaskan minds.
Fishing alongside bears
No, this is not a picture of a family and their pet bear. Living in Alaska means
becoming a fisherman, and fishing in Alaska means learning to share the waters with
the wildlife. We should probably be glad that the bear here is hankering for fish and
not humans.

Even though bear sightings are common, the locals are smart enough not to mess with
wild animals. After all, if the bear is strong enough to push your truck off the road,
imagine what it can do to a human. This bear is probably waiting to tax the fishermen
before they leave, and we’d take that deal without asking questions.
Spectacular views
Alaska is full of beautiful landscapes, but believe it or not, this is actually an
understatement. Take a look at the picture below to see the mountainous backdrop of
this chilly lake during summer. There’s only one word that can describe this scene:
breathtaking.

Most of the land in Alaska is left untouched by the locals, so coming across scenes
like this is common. Even along the busy highway, you can catch glimpses of Alaska’s
natural beauty without straining your neck. If there’s one place you should put on
your bucket list, it’s Alaska.
2% of the population can fly
To put this in perspective, per 2019 estimations, there are roughly 730,000 thousand
permanent residents in Alaska. This is a pretty low figure, considering the sheer size
of the state. In Manhattan alone, there are 1.7 million living in just 36 square miles.
Anyway, of the 730,000 people in Alaska, 2% of them have a license to fly.

This might not seem like much, but that’s about 14,000 people in Alaska who can fly
out of the 650,000 people in the US with a pilot’s license. People in Alaska need to
learn to take to the sky as a means of getting around.
Yoga Bear
Everyone knows about bears in Alaska. In fact, wherever they are, bears can be
dangerous. Sometimes they’re dangerous to fish, other times they’re dangerous to
berries and nuts. But if you stand in between mama bear and her cub, your fleshy
body is no different from a salmon or fruit.

Even though bears have a deservedly bad rep, they’re not all bad guys. For instance,
did you know that polar bears love doing yoga? It’s true! This one picture uploaded
onto the internet is evidence enough that all polar bears love fostering harmony in
their bodies. Or maybe this particular bear has an itch that its paws can’t scratch.
World’s largest chocolate-fall
The people at Guinness World Records have yet to recognize it, but Alaska is home to
the largest chocolate waterfall in the world. You can find this choco-fall in a candy
store in Anchorage. The fountain consists of a series of copper pots that pour liquid
chocolate into each other until the chocolate reaches the pool. There must be an
interesting story behind that “NO Diving/Swimming” sign.

This waterfall construction pumps as much as 3,000 pounds of liquid chocolate 20 up
before landing in the pool. If you can’t wait to sink your teeth in a chocolate bar, the
store has plenty of rich, delicious treats for sale.
You break up with the seasons, not your lover
Breaking up usually means that you and your partner are parting ways. In Alaska,
breakup means that the winter season is over (finally) so that the locals can finally do
the things they enjoy. We’re not entirely sure what sort of spring and summer
activities you can do in Alaska, except for surfing and probably picking up moose
poop.

Sadly, spring showers do not exactly bring about May flowers. Instead, locals identify
the end of winter by the breaking of ice and the melting of snow. Oh yeah, this is also
the time when bears come out of hibernation. Hurrah..?
Hi, humans!
One major tourist attraction in Alaska is getting to see the wildlife up close and
personal. Now, we’re sure people aren’t exactly hoping to run into polar bears or
moose (we think). Instead, tourists put on their wetsuits and travel the sea to meet
killer whales.

If you head up north, make sure you respect the wildlife. This means not tossing your
garbage into the water or taunting the whales. You might actually get a picture of a
whale that looks like it’s playfully jumping out of the water. It’s a magical experience,
provided the whale doesn’t wreck your ship.
Public engine block heaters are commonplace
If you don’t know what these are, lucky you. Engine block heaters help by heating up
your car’s fluids, allowing them to pass more freely through your car’s body. When
engine oil becomes too viscous, it can impair the performance of your vehicle.
Needless to say, those who drive in Alaska should have a couple of block heater
cables on hand.

All over Alaska’s parking lots are built-in engine block heaters. Now, you can safely
drive around the state without your car’s engine freezing over. Attempting to
cold-start your car in freezing temperatures might lead to pretty costly repairs.
Christmas in October?!
Most of us can’t stand out-of-season Christmas ornaments. One of the most
frustrating things is seeing Christmas trees and house decorations put up right after
Halloween. There’s still Thanksgiving, people, so maybe keep your Christmas
decorations inside for at least another month, right?

In Alaska, you need to suppress your rage. People there put up Christmas trees and
lights in October. Summer comes to an end around October, and people need the
extra lights to see when going outside. So, if you see a fully-decorated Christmas tree
on your neighbor’s lawn in October, they’re actually helping out the community.
Yield for aircraft
To us mainlanders, it might seem odd for airplanes on public roads. Don’t they have
landing and parking strips at airports or something? If they need to take off, why not
start there? Well, not everybody parks their planes at the airport. Some keep their
air-crafts parked in their driveway.

Remember how we said that 2% of the people in Alaska can fly? Well, that’s why this
sign exists. If you see a passing aircraft rolling its way along the road, you need to hit
the brakes and let the pilot pass peacefully. We’re not sure why this is, but maybe it
has to do with the fact that a person who flies around probably needs to get
somewhere fast.
Native culture still alive and well in Alaska
The culture and traditions of native Alaskans are far from dead. In fact, if you make
your way up there, you’ll notice bits and pieces of Yupik and Inupiaq influence
everywhere, including wall decoration, statues, and even clothing.

In fact, Alaska celebrates native traditions by going donning the appropriate clothing
and learning the dances and songs. Tourists are also encouraged to join in on the
festivities, as it’s a great way to keep their customs alive. Some shops owned and run
by native tribe members offer handicrafts and clothing as souvenirs. These include
shirts, statues, bowls, and even weapons.
Sometimes you wanna go where everybody knows your name
Alaska’s population is just over 730,000, so it’s pretty easy to see how everybody
knows everybody. They’ve created a tight-knit community where people know their
neighbors and neighbors’ neighbors. It’s a part of the Alaskan lifestyle, so if you’re
used to living alone instead of interacting with others, you might have a bad time
living there.

In fact, there are countless stories where people don’t just lend their dogs out for
sledding but also fly their neighbors to hospitals. We don’t know about you, but living
in a town where you know everyone and everyone knows you seems like a pretty sweet
deal.
Alaska Permanent Fund
If you’ve lived in Alaska for over 12 months, you’re entitled to receive a check from
the government. They’re not paying you because you’re living in Alaska and
contributing to the local economy. Well, that’s not the only reason. The Alaska
Permanent Fund is given to all permanent residents in the state as a sort of thank you
for allowing oil companies to do their thing.

This fund is pretty controversial, and it’s not hard to see why. By giving free rein to
companies to extract natural resources from the sea and possibly heat up the planet in
the process seems like a bribe. However, that’s just the way things are in Alaska.
A stargazer’s dream
The Alaska Northern Lights are truly a sight to behold. The beautiful colors in the sky
are caused by electrically-charged particles that penetrate our planet’s atmosphere
are high speeds. This then changes the colors of the particles into bright, neon green,
blue, and purple.

The northern lights season falls between mid-September and April, with the most
vibrant colors appearing in March. Any time you lift your gaze upward, you’ll most
likely see hints of the lights spanning across the horizon. You can also see northern
lights in countries in Europe and Canada, but some travelers claim that the best
sights are in Alaska.
Why did the moose cross the road?
Because the sign said the moose could. Living side-by-side with wildlife is just a
natural part of living in Alaska. They often come into human-inhabited parts of the
state, and we usually head into their neck of the woods for hunting. It’s a
give-and-take relationship that nobody can or wants to stop.

That said, you should take certain precautions when you inevitably find yourself
crossing paths with a moose. You may have done nothing wrong to the moose, but
your very existence can make a moose go from 0 to 100 like that. If a moose charges,
run like the wind.
Get off the road!
If you’re going to Alaska, you better prepare for the worst. By worst, we mean bear
encounters in places where you typically wouldn’t expect to find bears. You could be
driving without paying too much attention, and BAM! There’s a huge brown bear
waiting for your car to pass!

Are the bears dangerous? We don’t know, and we wouldn’t bother asking the fella
whether he’s got some claws on him. They’re intimidating enough to force the largest
vehicles to come at a full stop, and your car door lock might not mean a thing. On
average, there are around 66 bear attacks in Alaska every year. Yeah, you don’t want
to be a part of that horrifying statistic.
There’s an Unalaska in Alaska
Unalaska sounds like some weird joke, but it’s actually a lovely town of about 4,400
people. There’s plenty you do while visiting Unalaska, like taking a tour in the WW2
National Historic Area and picnicking at Sitka Spruce Park. You can visit Unalaska
by going to the Aleutians West Census Area.

Unalaska was inhabited by the Aleut tribe for over 10,000 years. They dubbed the
town Ounalashka, which simply means “near the peninsula.” This is the perfect
description since it is situated close to the waters and with a visible peninsula not too
far from town. Over time, the town became known as Unalaska.
Midnight sun
Alaska receives more sunlight than most countries on the planet. Due to it being so
far north, the sun never truly sets for most of the year. In fact, even at 12:00 AM, you
can still see the sun beaming its rays into your home. That’s why you need to buy
blackout curtains, folks!

If you want to get a perfect view of the midnight sun, you can take one of the tour
buses from Fairbanks and head north past the Arctic Circle. If you have some
strength in your legs, consider scaling the 3,000-plus-foot Eagle Summit to capture
the perfect silhouette of you and your partner with the midnight sun in the
background.
Bad parking on a whole other level
You don’t have to travel to Alaska to see bad parkers in the wild. Your city might be
full of them, and worst of all, they’ll never take responsibility for their horrendous
parking jobs. This is what sort of makes it satisfying to see them and their cars get
what they deserve.

However, did you know that Mother Nature is also against bad parking? This isn’t a
picture of some amphibian car making its way down a river. Nature saw that they
parked in a bad spot and decided to take measures into her own hands. You get what
you deserve, but even this is pretty harsh.
Having more than five dogs is common
Though comical to our big-city minds, dog sledding is actually quite common in
Alaska. It’s a great way to see the sights on uneven, unpaved roads. Not every family
in Alaska has a pet dog (they might have a chopper instead), but those that do have
more than one.

After all, a lone pupper isn’t strong enough to pull a sled, so you’ll need at least five
of them to take you and your supplies across the snowy terrain. In fact, tourists can
even get in on the dog-sledding fun. There are professional services for those who
want to see the vast, snowy landscape while being pulled along by a pack of dogs.
Wilderness Woman Contest
After reading about some of Alaska’s weirdest traditions, nothing should surprise you
by now. Another odd festival in Alaska is the Wilderness Woman Contest, which is
celebrated in Talkeetna, a tiny municipality of about 900 people. This contest takes
place on the first weekend of December and attracts participants from all over the
state.

The competition changes every year. Past contests included harnessing sled dogs,
fishing, and hauling firewood. You know, real Alaskan stuff. Although the contests
change from year to year, the winner will always receive a trip to Europe. For such a
small-scale contest, that’s a pretty extravagant prize!
Hike at your own risk
Hiking is another fun activity that tourists can do while visiting Alaska. There are
plenty of hiking trails deemed safe by park authorities. Other places, while generally
safe, are home to bears and other wild animals. There are plenty of signs on hiking
trails that are both inviting and threatening. We guess they mean you can have fun,
but if you’re face to face with a bear, there’s nothing anybody can do for you.

With over 60 bear attacks every year, it’s safe to assume that some people either don’t
see these signs or don’t take them seriously. We’re warning you guys right now.
Alaska is beautiful, and you’ll enjoy hiking there, but you won’t enjoy the bears very
much.
The Uggs of Alaska
It’s not uncommon to spot a pair of XtraTufs on the feet of local Alaskans. You might
have never heard of this brand before, and we don’t blame you. Apparently, it’s a
top-seller in Alaska and remains relatively unknown everywhere else. Consider them
the Uggs of Alaska, if you will.

The popularity of XtraTufs is due to the warmth they offer and their durability to snow.
The soles also offer traction to keep you upright while standing on slippery ice.
XtraTufs have recently become more popular among fishermen and dock workers,
which isn’t a surprise seeing as how well they hold up to extreme conditions.

